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LONGLISTED FOR THE BAILEY'S WOMEN'S PRIZE FOR FICTION 'A quietly
profound, humane tour de force' Guardian The beloved debut novel that will restore
your faith in humanity #SmallAngryPlanet When Rosemary Harper joins the crew of the
Wayfarer, she isn't expecting much. The ship, which has seen better days, offers her
everything she could possibly want: a small, quiet spot to call home for a while,
adventure in far-off corners of the galaxy, and distance from her troubled past. But
Rosemary gets more than she bargained for with the Wayfarer. The crew is a
mishmash of species and personalities, from Sissix, the friendly reptillian pilot, to Kizzy
and Jenks, the constantly sparring engineers who keep the ship running. Life on board
is chaotic, but more or less peaceful - exactly what Rosemary wants. Until the crew are
offered the job of a lifetime: the chance to build a hyperspace tunnel to a distant planet.
They'll earn enough money to live comfortably for years... if they survive the long trip
through war-torn interstellar space without endangering any of the fragile alliances that
keep the galaxy peaceful. But Rosemary isn't the only person on board with secrets to
hide, and the crew will soon discover that space may be vast, but spaceships are very
small indeed. PRAISE FOR THE WAYFARERS 'Never less than deeply involving'
DAILY MAIL 'Explores the quieter side of sci-fi while still wowing us with daring leaps of
imagination' iBOOKS 'So much fun to read' HEAT 'Chambers is simply an exceptional
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talent, quietly and beautifully redefining the space opera' TOR.COM 'The most fun that
I've had with a novel in a long, long time' iO9
This book helps all those involved in international tourism develop the new skills, tools
and investments required to protect irreplaceable global resources from the impacts of
escalating tourism demand over the next 50 years. It documents how technology and
the growing global middle class are driving a travel revolution which requires a new
paradigm in managing tourism destinations. Travel and tourism supply chains and
business models for hotels, tour operators, cruise lines, airlines and airports are
analysed and environmental management techniques are proposed for each sector. A
pragmatic set of solutions are offered to support the transition to lower impact tourism
development worldwide. It recommends that decision makers assess the current and
future value of natural, social, and cultural capital to guide investment in destinations
and protect vital resources. Case studies illustrate why budgets to protect local
destinations are consistently underestimated and offer guidance on new metrics.
Innovative approaches are proposed to support the transition to green infrastructure,
protect incomparable landscapes, and engage local people in the monitoring of vital
indicators to protect local resources. It provides students, professionals, and policy
makers with far-reaching recommendations for new educational programs, professional
expertise, financing, and legal frameworks to lower tourism’s rapidly escalating carbon
impacts and protect the health and well-being of local populations, ecosystems,
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cultures, and monuments worldwide.
At the End of Military InterventionHistorical, Theoretical, and Applied Approaches to
Transition, Handover and WithdrawalConstitutions of the Countries
This report reviews the state of the art in forecasting airport demand. It focuses
particularly on addressing demand risk, passenger behavior and uncertainty and
discusses how to make more effective use of such analysis in planning decisions.
The book gives an in-depth description of key devices of current and next generation
fibre optic communication networks. Devices treated include semiconductor lasers,
optical amplifiers, modulators, wavelength filters and other passives, detectors, alloptical switches, but relevant properties of optical fibres and network aspects are
included as well. The presentations include the physical principles underlying the
various devices, technologies used for their realization, typical performance
characteristics and limitations, but development trends towards more advanced
components are also illustrated. This new edition of a successful book was expanded
and updated extensively. The new edition covers among others lasers for optical
communication, optical switches, hybrid integration, monolithic integration and silicon
photonics. The main focus is on Indium phosphide-based structures but silicon
photonics is included as well. The book covers relevant principles, state-of-the-art
implementations, status of current research as well as expected future components.

Volume IVA is devoted to progress in optical component research and
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development. Topics include design of optical fiber for a variety of applications,
plus new materials for fiber amplifiers, modulators, optical switches, light wave
devices, lasers, and high bit-rate electronics. This volume is an excellent
companion to Optical Fiber Telecommunications IVB: Systems and Impairments
(March 2002, ISBN: 0-12-3951739). - Fourth in a respected and comprehensive
series - Authoritative authors from a range of organizations - Suitable for active
lightwave R&D designers, developers, purchasers, operators, students, and
analysts - Lightwave components reviewed in Volume A -Lightwave systems and
impairments reviewed in Volume B - Up-to-the minute coverage
Get a frontline look at the field of corrections with CORRECTIONS TODAY, 2nd
Edition. This briefer, visual, paperback alternative to expensive hardback
Introduction to Corrections books is ideal for readers who are interested in realworld concepts and applications. It examines the field of corrections through the
lens of readers--perhaps like you--who are giving serious thought to a career in
the field or are now working in corrections while seeking an advanced degree in
order to obtain a promotion and/or switch job paths. CORRECTIONS TODAY,
2nd Edition offers the most practical, engaging, career-focused, and authoritative
introduction to corrections available. Available with InfoTrac Student Collections
http: //gocengage.com/infotrac.
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Written by leading scholars and practitioners, this is the first book to explore the
specifics of what happens at the end of military intervention. It draws upon on a
wide range of post-1945 examples from a variety of regions and periods,
providing a foundational source on what forms a crucial element of past and
present interventions.
Tourists frequently rely on social networks to provide information about a product
or destination as a decision support tool to make adequate decisions in the
process of planning a trip. In this digital environment, tourists share their travel
experiences, impressions, emotions, special moments, and opinions about an
assortment of tourist services like hotels, restaurants, airlines, and car rental
services, all of which contribute to the online reputation of a tourist destination.
The Handbook of Research on Social Media Applications for the Tourism and
Hospitality Sector is a fundamental reference source that provides vital
theoretical frameworks and the latest innovative empirical research findings of
online social media in the tourism industry. While highlighting topics such as ebusiness, mobile marketing, and smart tourism, this publication explores usergenerated content and the methods of mobile strategies. This book is ideally
designed for tour developers, travel agents, restaurateurs, hotel management,
tour directors, entrepreneurs, social media analysts, managers, industry
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professionals, academicians, researchers, and students.
The combination of laser and optoelectronics with optical fiber technology can
enhance the seamless activities of fiber-optic communications and fiber-sensor
arena. This book discusses foundations of laser technology, non-linear optics,
laser and fiber-optic applications in telecommunication and sensing fields
including fundamentals and recent developments in photonics technology.
Accumulated chapters cover constituent materials, techniques of measurement
of non-linear optical properties of nanomaterials, photonic crystals and pertinent
applications in medical, high voltage engineering and, in optical computations
and designing logic gates.
Air Transport: A Tourism Perspective provides rigorous insights into the current
complexities, synergies and conflicts within air transportation and tourism,
presenting a balanced, comprehensive, contemporary, and global analysis that
thoroughly examines the links between theory and practice. The book offers
readers a multi-sector, global perspective on the practical implications of the link
between air transport and tourism. By using a novel approach, it systematically
explores the successive stages of a tourist's trip-investigating reasons for flying,
the airport experience, airline industry structures, competition and regulation, and
air transportation and destination interrelationships. In addition, the book explores
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current and salient debates on such issues as the influence of traveling to visit
friends and family, the role of charters versus low cost carriers, public subsidies
to support airport development, and much more. Presents insights from an
international team of expert contributors with proven research and publication
experience in their specialty area Includes cutting-edge analyses based on
original research that identifies emerging research directions and policy and
managerial implications Utilizes a multidisciplinary approach to fully explore
theoretical and policy concepts and their effect on air transportation and tourism
development Provides case studies from around the globe in each chapter
Popular Science gives our readers the information and tools to improve their
technology and their world. The core belief that Popular Science and our readers
share: The future is going to be better, and science and technology are the
driving forces that will help make it better.
This book is composed of seven invited papers which present the current status
of high speed diode lasers. Fast carrier and photon dynamics in directly
modulated MQW lasers is analyzed and novel design approaches are considered
which were critical for the demonstration and record of 40 GHz modulation
bandwidth. Attention is centered on the challenges in creation of high speed and
low chirp single mode DFB lasers. Recent progress in mode-locked diode lasers
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is covered, specifically by the examples of 160 fs pulse generation and
appearance of microwave pulse repetition rates. Future trends in increasing of
high speed laser performance are also examined.
Selecting the right aircraft for an airline operation is a vastly complex process,
involving a multitude of skills and considerable knowledge of the business.
Buying the Big Jets has been published since 2001 to provide expert guidance to
all those involved in aircraft selection strategies. This third edition brings the
picture fully up to date, representing the latest developments in aircraft products
and best practice in airline fleet planning techniques. It features a new section
that addresses the passenger experience and, for the first time, includes regional
jet manufacturers who are now extending their product families into the 100-plus
seating category. Overall, the third edition looks at a broader selection of
analytical approaches than previously and considers how fleet planning for costleader airlines differs from that of network carriers. Buying the Big Jets is an
industry-specific example of strategic planning and is therefore a vital text for
students engaged in graduate or post-graduate studies either in aeronautics or
business administration. The book is essential reading for airline planners with
fleet planning responsibility, consultancy groups, analysts studying aircraft
performance and economics, airline operational personnel, students of air
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transport, leasing companies, aircraft value appraisers, and all who manage
commercial aircraft acquisition programmes and provide strategic advice to
decision-makers. It is also a valuable tool for the banking community where
insights into aircraft acquisition decisions are vital.
Electrical and Magnetic Methods of Nondestructive Testing presents a
comprehensive account of the electrical and magnetic methods of nondestructive
testing (NDT). The book begins with a discussion of the requirements for NDT
and the criteria for the choice of a given method, followed by a summary of the
general theory relating to electrical and magnetic testing techniques. Subsequent
chapters discuss specific methods, including eddy current and flux-leakage
techniques and microwave and potential drop methods. The appendix provides
some useful programs for eddy current impedance analyses. These programs
are in BASIC and can be run on PCs.
The publisher of The Boardgamer magazine created five special issues devoted
entirely to one game within the Avalon Hill catalog. They were known as Unofficial
Player guides, but were considered the best collection of new information, variants,
scenarios, rules variations, errata, inserts, and new articles written for these games.
Fans loved the materials, because it delivered new life into a game that was forgotten
by Avalon Hill, but still cherished by the players. This item is the collection of all five
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guides for 1776, PanzerBlitz, Panzer Leader, War at Sea, and B-17 Queen of the
Skies. Below is a description of each guide: A. This player's guide, the first in a series
of five, is dedicated to the naval wargame War At Sea The articles include: Victory In
The Atlantic - Strategic Considerations and a Variety of British Opening Moves
Admirals Raedar and Doenitz Would’ve Been Proud - Axis Play In War At Sea
Mediterranean Strategies - The Exciting Approach To War At Sea Why I’m A “Barents
On One” Believer - Allied Opening Strategy For War At Sea Underwater Strategy - Use
of U-Boats In War At Sea Ten Hints Everyone Ought To Know By Now - Quick Tips For
War At Sea War At Sea – Beginner’s Tip Sheet - Prepared For Avaloncon ‘97 Rules
Clarifications For War At Sea - As Of July 1, 1999 Improving Yahtzee At Sea - A War At
Sea Variant References From The General - War At Sea Articles Through The Years
War At Sea Series Replay #1 - Barents On 1 Challenged War At Sea Series Replay #2
- The North Sea Gambit War At Sea Series Replay #3 - The Rubber Match War At Sea
Series Replay #4 - The Mediterranean StrategyAvaloncon/WBC Statistics - From the
1991 – 1998 Tournaments B. In this player's guide, the second in a series of five, is
dedicated to the revolutionary-war game 1776. The articles include: The American
Revolution - And The Boardgaming Hobby Command Pressures Revisited - Leader For
1776 Partisan Leaders - For 1776 1776 Elite Units, Artillery and Naval Rules - and
General Rule Observations Wilmington - The Forgotten City In 1776 1776 Clarifications
- and PBeM Play Conventions Trouble Areas - Realistic Supply Movement In 1776 The
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1776 Thesis - Strategy In 1776 A New 1776 Thesis - The 1776 Thesis Analyzed
Contrasting Games On The Revolution - American Revolution, 13: The Colonies In
Revolt, and 1776 The Invasion Of Canada Scenario Revisited - Modifying 1776’s
Scenario #1 The British Southern Campaign - A 1776 Short Campaign Game Lincoln’s
Southern Campaign – 1779 - Revised The British Dilemma – 1778 - A 1776 Scenario
Montcalm And Wolfe - A 1776 Variant For The French & Indian War – 1759 The Tory
and Indian War – 1778 - Revised 1776 Revisited - A 1776 Scenario At Avaloncon The
British Receding - A New 1776 Scenario In The South – 1781 The Carolinas – 1776 - A
New Short Scenario The British Receding - A 1776 Series Replay Insert: Countersheet
- Additional Counters for 1776 C. In this player's guide, the third in a series of five, is
dedicated to the classic, Eastern Front armor wargame Panzerblitz. The articles
include: More New Expressions For A Familiar Face - Do Your Own Panzerblitz
Prokhorovka - New Scenarios For Panzerblitz Historical Addendum To Prokhorovka Historical Orders Of Battle For Each Scenario Panzerblitz Clarifications - and Question
Box Variations On A Theme - For Panzerblitz Tournament Situations - For Panzerblitz
Panzerblitz Tournament Situations – Part II - And An Analysis Of The Situations The
Pieces Of Panzerblitz - Part 2 References From The General New Expressions For A
Familiar Face II - Still More Situations For Panzerblitz Operation Wintergale - The Relief
Of Stalingrad Beyond Situation 25 - Yet More New Scenarios For Panzerblitz More
Historical Corrections - To Panzerblitz Situations References From The Boardgamer
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Other Products From The Boardgamer Insert: Countersheet - Additional Panzerblitz
Counters - Required To Play Scenarios In This Issue D. In this player's guide, the fourth
in a series of five, is dedicated to the classic, Western Front armor wargame Panzer
Leader The articles include: More New Expressions For Another Familiar Face - Do
Your Own Panzer Leader The Battle For The Remagen Bridge - New Scenarios For
Panzer Leader New British Scenarios For Panzer Leader - British And Commonwealth
1944 & 1945 Situations Panzer Leader Situations - A Collection Of Panzer Leader
Scenarios Panzer Leader 1940 Situations - Variant Situations Updated Panzer Leader
Clarifications - And Question Box Other Products From The Boardgamer The Pieces Of
Panzer Leader - Part 2 The Pieces Of Panzer Leader - Part 3 - Panzer Leader 1940
References From The General More Historical Corrections - To Panzer Leader
Situations References From The Boardgamer The Panzer Leader In Normandy Situations From The Normandy Campaign Insert: Countersheet - Additional Panzerblitz
Counters - Required To Play Scenarios In This Issue E. In this player's guide, the fifth
in a series of five, is dedicated to the classic, aerial bomber wargame B-17: Queen of
the Skies. The articles include: Bombing The Med - Adding the 9th and 12th USAAF
and the RAF No. 160 & No. 178 Squadrons Command Decisions - In B-17: Queen of
the Skies In Search of Geographical Accuracy - Or, “Hey Navigator Where Are We?!”
The Winged Soldiers of ‘44 - A B-17: Queen of the Skies Variant This collection is a
must have for fans of these classic, Avalon Hill wargames.
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Reducing and managing humanity's demand for energy is a fundamental part of the
effort to mitigate climate change. In this, the most comprehensive textbook ever written
on the subject, L.D. Danny Harvey lays out the theory and practice of how things must
change if we are to meet our energy needs sustainably. The book begins with a
succinct summary of the scientific basis for concern over global warming, then outlines
energy basics and current patterns and trends in energy use. This is followed by a
discussion of current and advanced technologies for the generation of electricity from
fossil fuels. The book then considers in detail how energy is used, and how this use can
be dramatically reduced, in the following end-use sectors: - buildings - transportation industry - food and agriculture - municipal services The findings from these sector-bysector assessments are then applied to generate scenarios of how global energy
demand could evolve over the coming decades with full implementation of the identified
and economically-feasible energy-saving potential. The book ends with a brief
discussion of policies that can be used to reduce energy demand, but also addresses
the limits of technologically-based improvements in efficiency in moderating demand
and of the need to re-think some of our underlying assumptions concern ends with a
brief discusing what we really need. Along with its companion volume on C-free energy
supply, and accompanied by extensive supplementary online material, this is an
essential resource for students and practitioners in engineering, architecture,
environment and energy related fields. Online material includes: Excel-based
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computational exercises, teaching slides for each chapter, links to free software tools.
It's all but certain that the next fifty years will bring enormous, not to say cataclysmic,
disruptions to our present way of life. World oil reserves will be exhausted within that
time frame, as will the lithium that powers today's most sophisticated batteries,
suggesting that transportation is equally imperiled. And there's another, even more dire
limitation that is looming: at current rates of erosion, the world's topsoil will be gone in
sixty years. Fresh water sources are in jeopardy, too. In short, the large-scale
agricultural and food delivery system as we know it has at most a few decades before it
exhausts itself and the planet with it. Farming for the Long Haul is about building a
viable small farm economy that can withstand the economic, political, and climatic
shock waves that the twenty-first century portends. It draws on the innovative work of
contemporary farmers, but more than that, it shares the experiences of farming
societies around the world that have maintained resilient agricultural systems over
centuries of often-turbulent change. Indigenous agriculturalists, peasants, and
traditional farmers have all created broad strategies for survival through good times and
bad, and many of them prospered. They also developed particular techniques for
managing soil, water, and other resources sustainably. Some of these techniques have
been taken up by organic agriculture and permaculture, but many more of them are
virtually unknown, even among alternative farmers. This book lays out some of these
strategies and presents techniques and tools that might prove most useful to farmers
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today and in the uncertain future.
Gain the knowledge needed to execute end-to-end performance analysis over satellite
links and networks, evaluate throughput and capacity over satellite systems, and
understand IP/ATM over SATCOM issues and limitations with this in-depth, practical
resource. The book examines current and future land mobile satellite (LMS)
communication systems, and the techniques necessary to support reliable and efficient
communication.
This third edition of Straight and Level thoroughly updates the previous edition with
extensive comments on recent industry developments and emerging business models.
The discussion is illustrated by current examples drawn from all sectors of the industry
and every region of the world. Anyone who wants to gain a deeper understanding of
airline economics at a practical level and an insight into the reasons for its financial
volatility should find the book of interest.

Since the early 1990s, most of the nation's passenger service airports have been
able to charge passengers a boarding fee of $1, $2, or $3, called a passenger
facility charge (PFC), to help pay for their capital development projects. These
charges now total about $1.4 billion a year. The program is managed by the FAA,
which approves an airport's application to participate and the specific projects to
be funded. This report: (1) describes how the PFC program is helping airports
fund their capital development; and (2) discusses the potential impact of various
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proposals to change the program, including the option of making no change.
Charts and tables.
TRB's Commercial Truck and Bus Safety Synthesis Program (CTBSSP)
Synthesis 22: Safety Management in Small Motor Carriers explores small motor
carriers' strengths and weaknesses in safety management, and identifies
potentially effective safety practices.
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